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Professional Custom
Stone Heart Ovens

& Cooking Equipment

PRIME FOCUS CUSTOM DESIGN PROFESSIONAL QUALITY A COMPLETE PARTNER
The best heat to cook and amaze Innovate. Create. Inspire Made in Italy for international foodservice industry For your integrated projects

Phoenix designs and produces professional stone heart ovens 
and cooking equipment and is a specialist in bespoke projects.

It is our philosophy to work closely with our clients in order to 
understand and meet each of your requirements and deliver 
superior products with exceptional cooking performance,
design features and reliablity you can trust.
Solutions designed to offer a wide range of cooking methods 
and to create an outstanding display kitchen equipment. 

Are you seeking to create something different? Do you have a 
unique concept or inspiration?
Our custom design service can turn your innovative ideas into 
reality. By combining your choice of features and specifications 
an impressive design statement can be created for your 
next display kitchen. Phoenix expert design engineers work 
methodically to ensure that your original design ideas are 
balanced with functionality and cooking performance resulting 
in a remarkable appliance that will produce delicious results.

Design excellence, superior performance and exceptional quality 
are the principals of Phoenix philosophy: we create exclusive 
solutions including an innovative exhaust design, added safety 
features and unique ID options. Our products are manufactured 
entirely in Italy, with superior construction materials and technique. 
We ensure accurate deliveries and a complete after-sales support. 
These characteristics awarded us a reputation of reliablity in the 
international foodservice industry, with projects in leading hotels 
and restaurants across Asia, Middle East, Europe and Australia.

Phoenix is part of Marrone Group.
The brands that make it up work in 
synergy to provide our customers with
a complete offer from hot to cold.
This added value allows us to develop 
integrated projects, from front to back
of house, from cooking to preparation
to refrigeration systems.
All tailor-made, with a single interlocutor.
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Prime Focus



Electrical control

Fold down glass door

Traditional Indian
cooking with

modern design

Oriental inspired ovens for preparing roast duck, char siu pork and more

For an impressive feature
in any display kitchen

GRILL STATION

Rectangular
or round ovens

Plug door

Digital temperature control panel with sliding cover

Custom ovens

JACARANDA SERIES

DOME

COOKING KIT & CLEANING KIT

Any shape or size Gas + wood fired

Multi-function rotisserie and fry top

TANDOORI BARREL

Custom oven to bake and grill in Hangzhou Complete open kitchen in Montenegro

Charcoal grills and specialty cooking equipment

Wood fired Gas fired

Elegant protagonist in luxury hotel in ThailandElectric + fake flame

Additional doors and windows


